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Vedron Gold Inc.: Drilling Results Open Up Potential On 

The Davidson Tisdale Property, Timmins, Ontario 
 

TORONTO, ONTARIO--(CCNMatthews - Sept. 2, 2004) -   

 

Main Zone Strike length Increased To 525 Metres From 200 Metres  

with strong veining and visible gold intersected  

 

Vedron Gold Inc., ("Vedron", TSX-V: VG), and Laurion Gold Inc.,  

TSX-V: LAG are pleased to announce the results from the summer  

2004 exploration drilling program on the Davidson Tisdale  

Property owned by Laurion Gold Inc. and optioned by Vedron Gold.  

The program, that commenced in July and was completed in August  

2004, successfully outlined additional geological structure where  

future drilling will focus on delineating high grade gold zones  

within the Main Zone structure.  

 

Exploration drilling was designed to extend the strike length of  

the Main Zone that had been outlined over a strike length of 200  

metres prior to Vedron starting work on the property. Vedron  

extended the zone by 75 metres in the program reported on June  

10, 2004 and has further extended the Main Zone an additional 250  

metres to the North-East for an overall increase of 325 metres,  

to a total length of 525 metres. The zone remains open along  

strike in both directions and remains open to depth.  

 

The Main Zone is a steeply dipping quartz-sericite-carbonate  

alteration zone that hosts relatively flat lying auriferous  

Quartz Vein Systems "QVS". Previous exploration and underground  

development work has established the presence of five significant  

QVS veins, situated at surface, 100 feet, 300 feet, 400 feet and  

500 feet, or at the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th levels, (surface, 30,  

100, 130 and 170 metres). Work by Vedron earlier in 2004 extended  

these existing flat lying quartz veins and discovered five new  

deeper high-grade quartz veins situated in the Main Zone at  

depths between 600 feet and 1100 feet. Several neighboring  

properties have been mined to depths exceeding 5000 feet.  

 

The present program consisted of 12 drill holes and concentrated  

on exploring for the extension of the Main Zone, north-east of  

the existing workings and previous drilling. Quartz Vein Systems  

were intercepted to the north-east of previously known  

mineralization in the Main Zone structure, indicating that good  

potential remains to continue the on-going expansion of the Main  

Zone that contains a high-grade gold resource. Previous drilling  



during May 2004 succeeded in tracing quartz veining to section  

75N and this program was successful in further extending the  

quartz vein system to section 225N, 150 metres beyond previously  

known quartz veining and mineralization. The Main Zone, a strong  

alteration zone that hosts the high grade gold bearing Quartz  

Vein Systems, has been traced to section 325N. Further  

exploration remains to be conducted as only seven holes have  

tested the zone east of 75N, five of which were successful in  

intercepting QVS veins. Although gold values were low, the  

"nugget effect" of coarse gold mineralization suggests that  

interception of the known favourable auriferous structure, Quartz  

Vein Systems, is of primary importance and that further drillhole  

delineation of the structure may return gold values similar to  

those that were reported from the Main Zone exploration drilling  

earlier in 2004.  

 

Holes 04-335, 336 and 337 were drilled to test for northeast  

extensions of the lower level veins (-300, -400 and -500 foot  

level). The holes tested sections 0, 25N and 75N respectively. On  

sections 25N and 75N a vein containing visible gold corresponding  

to the 4th level (-400 foot) vein was intersected. This  

represents a step-out of 50 and 100m from the underground  

workings and previous intersections of vein material at depth.  

Previously explored sections of the mineralized system had  

indicated a strong northwesterly plunge to the vein systems and  

therefore previous exploration had not tested this area for the  

deeper veins. Although sub-economic values were returned over the  

vein system width, 2.02grams/tonne/6.25metres and  

2.71grams/tonne/6.8metres, the substantial vein widths and  

visible gold are very encouraging for the continuation of the  

auriferous quartz vein system further to the northeast, beyond  

previous exploration.  

 

Holes 338 through 346 continued to explore the northeast  

extension of the vein system from section 75N through to 325N.  

Holes were drilled on mostly 50 metre centers, sections 100N  

125N, 175N, 225N, 275N and 325N. Holes were directed at following  

or exploring for extensions to the 4th and 5th level veins. The  

programme was successful in intersecting mineralized quartz vein  

systems to section 225N (holes 04-341 and 342). In addition,  

veins were intersected at various elevations, particularly hole  

04-342 which intersected 4 Quartz Vein Systems.  

 

The following table summarizes the results of the July /August  

2004 drill program.  

 

 

 

 

 

/T/ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Hole#      Co-ord   Sect   Az    Dip   Depth       Results     assays 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-335     10219E    L0/  330    -72     191 155.45-161.95        nsv 

          9938.5N   22mE Grid                       QVS-wk 

         ele 3300          NW 



--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-336   10232.5E  L25N/  330    -78     227     31.8-36.5   2.02 gpt 

            9963N   10mE Grid                      weakQVS    / 6.25m 

         ele 3300          NW                    50.0-55.5 

                                                   weakQVS 

                                                   146-152 

                                                QVS VG 4th 

                                                 lvl vein, 

                                                 50m NE of 

                                                  previous 

                                                intercepts 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-337     10272E  L75N/  330    -85     188   124.3-131.1    2.71gpt 

           10009N   10mW Grid                   QVS-VG-4th     / 6.8m 

         ele 3299          NW                     lvl vein 

                                                  extended 

                                                100 metres 

                                                      from 

                                                  workings 

                                                on section 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-338   10320.5E  L125N  330    -77     170   134.7-137.2        nsv 

         10017.5N  /10mE Grid                  QVS-4th lvl 

         ele 3299          NW                vein extended 

                                                150 metres 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-339   10364.5E  L175N  142    -75     194   140.6-143.8        nsv 

           10043N  /10mE Grid                  QVS 4th lvl 

         ele 3299          SE                         vein 

                                               174.4-183.4     0.5gpt 

                                                weakQVS-VG     / 1.6m 

                                              5th lvl vein 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-340   10364.5E  L175N  142    -45     146        no QVS        nsv 

           10043N  /10mE Grid 

          ele3299          SE 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-341     10395E  L225N  330    -60     223     42.6 46.7        nsv 

            9992N /100mE Grid                          QVS 

         ele 3299          NW                    61.6-66.8 

                                                       QVS 

                                              154.75-157.3 

                                                    -QVS-W 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-342     10395E  L225N  330    -88     131     29.2-34.5        nsv 

          9991.5N /100mE Grid                          QVS 

         ele 3299          NW                    55.2-64.9        nsv 

                                                       QVS 

                                                 101.4-105 

                                                       QVS 

                                               108.9-110.5    0.79gpt 

                                                       QVS      /1.0m 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-343     10470E  L275N  330    -70     299        no QVS        nsv 

           10061N  /50mE Grid 

         ele 3299          NW 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



04-344     10523E  L325N  150    -64      47      no QVS -        nsv 

           10065N   /75E Grid                         hole 

         ele 3299          SE                    abandoned 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-345     10522E  L325N  330    -64     236        no QVS        nsv 

         10066.5N   /75E Grid 

         ele 3299          NW 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-346     10358E L100N  330     -45     359     166.8-173        nsv 

            9910N /125E Grid                         QVS-m 

         ele 3299         NW                   273.5-277.8    6.38gpt 

                                                  QVS -mod      /1.1m 

                                              283.57-292.8 

                                                   -QVS wk        nsv 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

         12 holes        Total           2411 m 

 

/T/ 

 

All exploration work was conducted under Kenneth Guy, P. Geo.,  

designated Qualified Person for Vedron Gold. Analytical services  

were provided by Expert Laboratories, Rouyn, Quebec.  

 

To find out more about Vedron Gold Inc. (TSX-V: VG) visit our  

website at www.vedron.com  

 

Shares: 38,217,863  
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 

Vedron Gold Inc. 

Tom Meredith 

President 

(416) 368-0099 
www.vedron.com 
or 

Laurion Gold Inc. 

Cynthia Le Sueur-Aquin 

President 

(705) 788-9186 
www.lauriongold.com 
The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept 

responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 

 

 


